I. FUNDING AT SUNY NEW PALTZ / INTERNAL

• **UUP Individual Development Award**


Guidelines:  

2022 Application:  

• **Research and Creative Projects Award** (up to $2,500, deadline in late December)

The Division of Academic Affairs offers a grant (up to $2500) to support faculty scholarship. It is open to full-time faculty only. The application deadline is in late December for award periods to begin in the following Fall semester.

2020-21 Guidelines for Research and Creative Projects Awards

• **LA&S Professional Development** (automatic through Dean’s office)

• **Provost Professional Development support** (changes yearly)

• **Summer Undergraduate Research Experience (SURE)**: hire a research assistant

The Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activities (RSCA) office offers the Summer Undergraduate Research Experience (SURE) grant. This grant supports faculty-mentored undergraduate student scholarship during an 8-week summer period.

[https://www.newpaltz.edu/research/grants--scholarships/usr_sure.html](https://www.newpaltz.edu/research/grants--scholarships/usr_sure.html)

• **SUNY Conversations in the Disciplines**

The Conversations in the Disciplines (CID) grant program is designed to bring together SUNY faculty and visiting scholars from non-SUNY institutions to examine new trends, address changes and challenges, review promising research findings, and become acquainted with professional developments in their fields and on other campuses. CID focuses on scholarly and creative activities, and new developments in academic disciplines and fields, but may also include examination of related curricular innovations.
II. EXTERNAL FUNDING AND GRANTS

• ACLS (American Council of Learned Societies)

https://www.acls.org/Competitions-and-Deadlines/ACLS-Fellowships

• Asian Cultural Council

https://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/our-work/programs/fellowships-and-grants

Previous Award winners in LA&S:
Lauren Meeker (Anthropology): workshop grant

• Asia Network

https://m.asianetwork.org/programs/

Previous Award winners in LA&S:
Lauren Meeker (Anthropology): Speakers Bureau Grant

• Fulbright Scholarships (research, research/teaching options) (1 to 2 semesters)

https://us.fulbrightonline.org/applicants/getting-started

Previous Fulbright award winners in LA&S:
Hamid Azari (Economics)
Sunita Bose (Sociology): Fulbright-Hays Group Project Abroad (India)
Victor Demunck (Anthropology)
Ben Junge (Anthropology)
Jonathan Schwartz (Political Science)
Michael Vargas (History)

• Kellogg Institute for International Studies

https://kellogg.nd.edu/opportunities
Previous award winners in LA&S:
Ben Junge (anthropology): Visiting Fellow

- **Latin American Studies Foundation**
  

Previous award winners in LA&S:
Ben Junge (anthropology): Seminar Grant

- **NEH (National Endowment for the Humanities)**
  
  [https://www.neh.gov/grants/listing](https://www.neh.gov/grants/listing)

Previous award winners in LA&S:
Chris Albi (History), NEH Newbury Library, Chicago
Mona Ali (Economics), NEH Summer Institute
Lauren Meeker (Anthropology): NEH summer stipend
Rachel Somerstein (DMJ)

- **National Institute of Child Health & Human Development (NICHID)**
  
  [https://www.nichd.nih.gov/grants-contracts](https://www.nichd.nih.gov/grants-contracts)

Previous award winners in LA&S:
Sunita Bose (Sociology): Collaborative Grant

- **National Science Foundation (NSF)**
  

Previous award winners in LA&S:
Victor deMunck (Anthropology): Research Grant, Workshop Grant, Research Experience for Undergraduates award
Ben Junge (Anthropology): Research Grant, Research Experience for Undergraduates award
Lauren Meeker (Anthropology): Research Grant
Roberto Velez-Velez (Sociology): NSF Collaborative Grant

- **School for Advanced Research**
https://sarweb.org/

Previous Award Winners in LA&S:
Ben Junge (Anthropology): Weatherhead Fellowship, Research Team Award

• SSRC (Social Science Research Council)

https://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/

Previous award winners in LA&S:
Jessica Crowell (DMJ)

• Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars/Institute for Citizens and Scholars

https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/

Previous award winners in LA&S:
Ben Junge (Anthropology): Residential Fellowship

III. Miscellaneous Fellowships and Grants won by LA&S Faculty, Country or Field Specific

• Bogliasco Study Center for advanced scholars & artists in the humanities, Italy, resident affiliate: Kristine Harris (History)
• Botstiber Insitute for Austrian-American Studies Grant, The Dietrich W. Botstiber Foundation: Heather Morrison (History)
• Croatian Science Foundation, Research Grant: Ken Nystrom (Anthropology)
• John Carter Brown Associates Fellowship, John Carter Brown Library: Chris Albi (History)
• European Enlightenment Project, Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities, University of Edinburgh (Eugene Heath, Philosophy)
• Mendel Fellowship, The Lilly Library, Indiana University: Chris Albi (History)
• Taiwan Fellowship, Ministry of Foreign Affairs: David Elstein (Philosophy)